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TITAN IS AN AMAZING BOY 
WHO WAS AT A LOCAL 
RESCUE PATIENTLY LOOKING 
FOR HIS FOREVER HOME...

A few hours after this post went 

up on Instagram, Titan had 

multiple adoption applications 

from followers on Instagram. The 

man and dog who would be 

Titan's new family visited him 

twice that day and took him to his 

forever home the same day as the 

initial post. 

 

It's not always this fast, but often 

it's this effective. Most people 

aren't visiting local shelters on a 

regular basis, but most people 

ARE scrolling through social 

media daily. Together, we can 

give great dogs like Titan a 

platform to say hi to the 

community. 

https://www.instagram.com/trailsandbears/


I've spent much of the last year 

volunteering with six shelters 

and some foster families. I've 

been using photography along 

with social media to help dogs 

find homes. Along the way, I've 

been looking at how Instagram 

(and Facebook) help a dog find 

not just "a home", but how these 

tools can help adopters make 

more informed adoptions and 

link dogs with perfect homes for 

their character. 

 

Underused and misused, 
social media has the 
potential to hugely 
improve the way dogs 
find homes

SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOR SHELTERS

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

PIRATE

BEN

MATILDA
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3 easy steps for getting a dog adopted 
 
Content Creation: how-to for volunteers 
and fosters 
 
Shelters: how to bring useful and 
effective information to the community on 
behalf of the animals 
 
What cameras to use and why

There are tons of awesome "just for fun" 

social media accounts showcasing 

animals. I want to help shelters and 

volunteers have a bigger online 

presence. People getting their daily dose 

of cute animal photos on social media 

would be helping without even knowing 

if that photo has some useful information 

attached. If there was more "cute 

animal" content created by volunteers, 

we could start to really harness the 

power of social media for animals who 

need the exposure. I hope ultimately this 

online movement will help society think 

to adopt rather than order a pet from a 

breeder. This guide is meant to be a 

basic outline for volunteers and shelters 

to work together to help give each dog 

the best chance.

S E C T I O N S

INFORMATIVE 
EXPOSURE

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

BENNY

GUNTHER

CHIP
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1
#volunteer 
If you're not 
already a 
volunteer at your 
local shelter, head 
to their webpage 
and sign up today.2 

#pupfolio 
When you take a 
pup out for a walk, 
build a pupfolio of 
shots and videos of 
the dog interacting 
with you.  

#post 
Put your best 
shots and videos 
on your Instagram 
using tags and 
hashtags to help 
get your fur 
friend seen by 
potential 
adopters.

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

3 EASY STEPS

DAKOTA

3
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The work done daily at shelters all 
over the world by volunteers is 
the reason so many pups get a 
chance at life. And "fostering 
saves lives" is more than just a 
hashtag. 
Volunteers and fosters are the 
ones who get to build a 
relationship with adoptable dogs. 
It's inevitable that time spent with 
pups brings huge smiles, puppies 
being silly, happy old dogs, 
appreciative cuddles, and 
excitement just to see you.  
Every single one of these special 
moments is packed with the 
magic that will help the perfect 
families fall in love with these 
pups. 
Next time you notice your heart 
melting a little bit, take a little 
video or photo to show these 
adoptable beauties living happy 
life in spite of their situation. 
Photos of happy dogs in shelters 
helps the public realize that 
shelters aren't terrible places full 
of scary dogs. It's amazing how 
many comments I get through my 
Instagram account 
@trailsandbears from people who 
are so surprised to see lovely 
pups in shelters. Yet, as you 
probably know, the shelters are 
FULL of lovely pups! 

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

You don't need thousands of 
followers on Instagram or all the 
friends on Facebook to help 
adoptables get out there. 
When you post your buddy on 
Instagram, be sure to TAG, 
GEOTAG, and HASHTAG the 
shelter. For example: Adeline, my 
newest adoptable bud posted on 
@trailsandbears, will be adopted 
through Pawsitive Match Rescue 
in Calgary, Alberta. I tagged her 
photo "@pawsitivematchrescue", 
used #pawsitivematchrescue in 
comments., and added the 
geotag "Pawsitive Match Rescue 
Foundation". This helps my 
audience know where she is if 
they are interested in adopting, 
but also allows the rescue org. to 
easily repost my post for greater 
exposure for Adeline (which they 
did). 

When posting on Facebook, the 
same goes for "checking in" at the 
rescue org. (not the town it's in, 
but the actual org.; in this example 
I used "Pawsitive Match Rescue 
Foundation" as the Facebook 
location. You can also mention 
them in your post by starting to 
type their name immediately after 
"@". When the right name pops up, 
just click on it and it will appear in 
bold so you know they will be 
notified of the post. The admins on 
the rescue page are then easily 
able to share your post of the 
adoptable pup.

V O L U N T E E R S  
A N D  F O S T E R  
P A R E N T S
F I N D  E X A M P L E  
P O S T S  O N  M Y  
I N S T A G R A M  O R  
F A C E B O O K :  
@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S ,  
R A C H A E L  R O D G E R S  
P H O T O  W O R K S

POPPYPOPPY
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Geotag. Check!
Clear photo of a happy dog with eyes visible. Check!
Caption that tells me his name and describes some 
traits that Diesel has to offer. Check! For those who 
have seen my adoptable dog posts, you know mine 
are actually much longer than this. I like to lead with 
an introduction of name, age, and a descriptor of 
their character. I could write a book about each pup, 
but Instagram doesn't want a book, just a caption. 
The "@cochranehumane" tag not only conveys where 
Diesel is, and allows followers to get on their page 
with one simple click, it also alerts the shelter admin 
that I've tagged them. This is one of the most 
important parts because the shelter (which likely has 
many adoption motivated followers) can then share 
this amazing post you've created with their followers. 
Using "#adoptable" at the end allows people to see 
this post all over Instagram, but also allows followers 
to clearly see that he's adoptable while scrolling at 
break-thumb speeds.

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

Whoops! Where's the geotag? This is an easy way to 
deliver simple and valuable info to your audience. Use 
it to tag the location of the shelter.
I can't see the dog's face clearly, and he doesn't look 
overly joyous here (even though he was!). How will 
your audience connect with the animal if they can't see 
his or her face? Try to catch the dog when they are 
overtly happy or playful. Dogs show happiness often! 
If you're having a hard time catching it, try treat time.
Don't portray or describe a dog as "in need". Guilt and 
pity have no place in an adoption decision. Every dog 
is unique and amazing. Why waste a caption with a sad 
appeal to the masses when you can give useful 
information instead? Write about exactly what is 
special about this dog. And keep your post about the 
dog. They probably don't have their own Instagram 
account yet, so this is their chance to make a debut.
Who is this dog? What's he like?
Where would I find the dog? Make it easy! Use the 
@tag for the shelter in the caption AND the photo. 
 

A D O P T I O N  P O S T  D O S  A N D  D O N ' T S

DON'T DO THIS
DO THIS
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An adoption post should not include 
breed. Try to describe the dog's 
unique character. Dogs vary greatly 
in character among the same 
breed, and naming a breed can bring 
memories to readers of an experience 
that has nothing to do with this dog. 
It's useless (worse: misused) 
information. 
An adoption post should omit the 
dog's past experiences (unless the 
dog is a retired sheep herder, fire 
rescue dog, movie star, or some other 
info that describes their talents). 
Telling readers a sad story about 
a dog's circumstances is irrelevant 
info. If the dog has had a bad life, 
that speaks about humans; it has 
nothing to do with the dog. We never 
want someone to adopt a dog out of 
pity or guilt or sadness. I want 
someone to adopt because they fall in 
love with the animal (and vice versa) 
and know that they will have the best 
life together based on compatibility of 
character and lifestyle goals (not 
looks or genetic stereotypes).  

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

1. Include the animal rescue organization 
as your geotag ("location" - goes at the 
top of the photo). Use the shelter even if 
the photo wasn't taken there. This helps 
the reader clearly gather that this post is 
more than just a fun dog photo and might 
entice further reading. 
2. Include the @tag of the shelter 
handling the dog's adoption in the 
caption. This allows the reader to get 
on their page with a single click (which will 
also have a link to their website). Good 
traffic directing is about making desired 
actions clear and simple for your audience.  
3. Use a single hashtag after the caption 
to sum up the status: #adoptable, 
#foster, or #volunteer. Use a second 
hashtag of the shelter if you can't geotag 
or @tag them.  
4. Add info about how this dog is unique 
and great. What does this dog bring to the 
table that would make a human lucky to 
have him or her for life? Include age. 
5. The photo. Instagram is a visual 
platform. You can be darn sure the photo 
matters. Try to capture the dog close up 
and happy. Make sure the photo is in focus 
and find the best background possible. 
Think hikes, forests, urban jungles, parks, 
car rides. Remember, visual platform; if the 
photo stinks, the whole post kinda stinks. 
The pup deserves a great photo :)

Everything in this guide is just one lady's 
opinion. 
In my opinion: 

A GUIDE FOR SHELTERS, FOSTERS, AND VOLUNTEERSINSTAGRAM FOR ADOPTABLE DOGS

5 I N T E G R A L  A D O P T I O N  
P O S T  E L E M E N T S  
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There are so many strong 
supporters of animal shelters in 
every community. A social media 
page for your animal rescue 
organization will grow a good 
following by default. The goal is 
to bring meaningful information 
to this audience and get people 
involved outside of this core 
dedicated default group.  
 
The great post on an animal 
rescue account could be: 

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

User generated content from volunteers with adoptables is 
invaluable reposting/sharing content available to shelters. It helps 
followers (potential volunteers) imagine themselves in useful roles and 
helps show an adoptable animal to potential forever families. 
Reposting on Instagram can be done by searching the shelter's 
common hashtags, the shelter's geotag, and the photos that were 
tagged with the shelter's account. Find current applicable content and 
share making sure to credit the original poster for the photos and the 
volunteering. This will inform your audience further about volunteer 
opportunities and show your current volunteers that their work is 
valued. Sharing on Facebook is similar. When the shelter is tagged in 
applicable posts, hit "share" (then "share to a page"). 
In order to get more user generated content to share, encourage your 
volunteers and fosters to follow the steps in the previous section. 
Please message me anytime with questions. 
 

S H E L T E R S

MAIAMAIA

A GUIDE FOR SHELTERS, FOSTERS, AND VOLUNTEERSINSTAGRAM FOR ADOPTABLE DOGS

a high quality photo of a happy/
playful/ loving/ smart/ unique
animal for adoption or fostering
a follow up story (and photo) of
an animal who has found the
most wonderful forever home
a story showing a volunteer or
foster parent with information
about their unique way of
helping animals. Spreading this
information is a great way to
recruit new volunteers from your
internet supporters. It may come
as news to your audience that
volunteer help comes in many
different forms.

There's so much work to be 
done at animal shelters; any 
operational help and 
especially any ideas to 
innovate and make adoptions 
more efficient are so valuable. 
You may have followers who 
are able to help with 
something you didn't 
even think of yet! 
 

https://www.instagram.com/trailsandbears/


I’m a Canadian artist, dog lover, and 
simple outdoors person. Not really in 
that order. First, I’m a dog lover. I 
love our two old pups, Beans & Denali, 
SO much. When they need a 
recovery/nap day, I try to help other 
dogs find homes as cozy as Beans & 
Denali’s. I've been learning 
everything I can about adoptions 
while volunteering. My goal is to help 
improve the system in any way that I 
discover possibilities. Currently, there 
is potential for creating the modern 
volunteer role "adopt for a day" and 
for the improved use of social media. 
This is a free platform that can reach 
many potential adopters and foster 
homes at no cost to shelters. 
 
I live in Canmore, Alberta where I 
work in a restaurant, create local art, 
and volunteer dog-walk at ten 
different shelters (this takes up most 
of my spare time and some of the time 
when I'm supposed to be working). 
The local community has been 
incredibly supportive; my art is 
displayed at several of my favorite 
shops and restaurants in Canmore. 
 
I grew up in New Brunswick with a 
kind, extremely smart mother who 
never let a thing go to waste and a 
father who would learn anything he 
didn't already know faster than 
anyone I've met. I learned biology, 
mechanics, business, and general 
tomfoolery growing up in the log 
house that mom and dad built in the 
woods. I was lucky to have the 
opportunities I had, even if they were 
disguised as hard work at the time. I 
went on to university and earned a 
BSc, graduating with distinction (I 
thought it mattered at the time) and a 
double major of Biology and 
Psychology.  
 
 

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

One of the most important things I 
learned after going on my way with 
this degree is that it wasn't going to 
do much for me. I wasn't made for 
career life. I was raised to think 
creatively and look for oppurtinity 
where others had missed it. 
 
My family dabbled in many 
businesses (and I worked in them all 
from a young age). After that, I 
knew I didn't want to have my own 
business. Instead, I taught myself 
about investing. This is the lazy 
(albeit less lucrative) way to own a 
business; the perfect way for me. 
 
 

I love kayaking and mountain biking. 
I'm a minimalist and environmentalist, 
not a consumer.  
 
I want to change minds and make a 
difference. I want to help others see 
opportunities where they are 
programmed not to see them. I want 
the world to be a better place 
because I was here in spite of my 
inevitable footprint. 

A B O U T  M E

RACHAEL RODGERSRACHAEL RODGERS
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A lot of people ask me about my photos. The first (and sometimes only) question 

is usually "what kind of camera do you use?".  

If I could only tell you the hundred most significant things that get me the kind 

of photos I like, the camera I use wouldn't make the list. (I realize I could have 

just told you by now, but I'm trying to make a point.)  

Having a dSLR with the ability to change lenses is important for photographers 

who have a certain style in mind, but it's not necessary. So what IS?

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

P H O T O S

GARRETT
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the dog has to feel safe. If the dog feels life or 
limb is at risk, then you certainly aren't going to get 
photos and videos of their true character. Make a 
loose plan for the day, but be flexible. Put the pup 
first; this is about helping them find the best home to 
live in for their WHOLE lives (it's a pretty big deal for 
them). Be flexible and empathetic to make sure you 
aren't putting anything before the pup's interests.
background. Find a background that's pleasing to 
the eye but not distracting. Be creative to find spots 
that will enhance the photo. A background that helps 
tell the story of your time together is key. 
eyes. We connect through the eyes, so for most shots 
you'll want to have the eyes in view and focus.
connect! Try to find out what kind of nut you're 
dealing with and show that nut to your followers. 
Offer a good quality stick or invite the pup to run 
with you for a few seconds. Ask him or her to do some 
basic tricks for snacks - if they know the commands, 
it will help them realize that they have a way to 
communicate with you (which helps them feel 
confident, secure, and happy). Then take some 
pictures!

Most pups will smile for 
photos in exchange for 
snacks. Make it clear 
that you're paying;  
they aren't fools. 
 
  

https://www.instagram.com/trailsandbears/


Videos convey SO much more than a photo; it's an invaluable tool for you to show who the dog 

is. It won't matter if you're not the best cinematographer or the more descriptive writer if you 

just take a few videos of the dog being him/herself in different common situations (eating a 

meal, walking on a trail, playing with other dogs if it's not against shelter rules, playing with you, 

being a passenger in the car, going through a drive through... pretty much anything you can 

think of to show what this pup likes (or doesn't like). Videos give potential adopters information 

that may save them from adopting a dog who won't fit into their lifestyle and then re- 

surrendering (this is such a set back for the dog). It also helps the perfect person realize this dog 

belongs in their life. 

This effective deterrence of the wrong families and promotion to the perfect families isn't just a 

function of videos, it's the job of the entire post. GOAL: deliver info about the pup's character.

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

V I D E O S

ELLIE
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I use my phone to record spur of the moment stuff.  

I use an action camera for showing the whole 

situation (they have pretty wide angle lenses). It 

helps to show the situation so the viewer can 

imagine him or herself there. I use a selfie stick to 

get the camera far enough away from the pup and I 

to show what's going on. The feeling of being there 

with the pup will usually elicit some kind of feeling 

for potential adopters. Whatever the feeling is, it's 

helpful to realize it as soon as possible. 

 

Shoot vertically. 
Instagram is a mainly vertical platform. Photos 
and videos are meant to be viewed on phones in 
a portrait (vs landscape) orientation. Take all 
your photos and videos vertically for posts and 
stories to get the most viewing area. 
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landscape

In the car, you can mount an action camera to show what 

kind of passenger the pup is. 

At meal time, you can document their chow down style.

On hikes, you can record what kind of adventure 

companions they are.

The possible video opportunities are endless. Please 

let me know if you think of a fun one.

https://www.instagram.com/trailsandbears/


S U G G E S T I O N S  O N  
W H A T  E L S E  T O  A D D  
T O  T H I S  G U I D E ?

In progress: 

 

 

 

 

If you learned something from this, I 

would love to know which section was 

the most helpful. 

 

Thanks to all of those who have 

already sent me feedback on this.  

Please send me a message on 

Instagram @trailsandbears or email 

trailsandbears@gmail.com with any 

feedback. It's very important to me 

that this guide continues to improve so 

it can be a useful tool for those 

working with animals who need the 

exposure. 

 

"Unless someone like you cares a 

whole awful lot, nothing is going 

to get better. It's not." 

-The Lorax

@ T R A I L S A N D B E A R S

DENALI

THIS GUIDE IS 
UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION
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